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	The only guide to managing and integrating the open source model


	With the phenomenal success of Linux, companies are taking open source business solutions much more seriously than ever before. This book helps to satisfy the growing demand for guidance on how to manage open source enterprise development projects. Expert Jan Sandred explores the open source philosophy, describes current software tools for managing open source projects, and provides expert guidance on how to organize and manage open source projects using the Internet as a collaboration tool. With the help of several fascinating and instructive case studies, Sandred explores practical concerns such as building, motivating, and managing virtual teams; structuring tasks and meeting deadlines; establishing trust; project management software tools; maintaining project security; and more.


	Arguably, open source is the twentieth century's only true innovative concept in business, all that is truly new in the new economy. All Open source can be defined, basically, as a software developing method. (If the source for a piece of software can be read, redistributed, and modified, it is said to be open; it evolves— it can be improved, adapted, and corrected.) Open source is also referred to— rightly— as the ‘‘gift economy,” because for many people, open source means, simply, software that is given away for free.


	However, those definitions leave out a very important— if not the most important— aspect of open source: that it is also a valid business concept with truly unique characteristics. It is this second aspect that this book addresses: the business opportunities open source provides, and how to manage successful open source projects.


	To understand the concept of open source it is necessary to be acquainted with its history. Open source has its roots in a sort of “flower-power, left-wing anar-cho-communism” political arena, a far remove from today's multimillion international open source companies, such as Red Hat, Inc. Open source builds on the idea of giving away intellectual property for the benefit of the community— “What is good for the community is good for me.” In the two-plus decades following the May 1968 revolution, the vision of life without interference from the state or the marketplace has inspired numerous community media activists. Consider as one example, the cultural, free radio stations created in the sixties and the seventies in Europe; they refused all
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The Rough Guide to Dominican RepublicRough Guides, 2011

	"The Rough Guide to the Dominican Republic" is the definitive guide to this beautiful and fascinating place, with clear maps and detailed coverage of all the best attractions. Discover the Dominican Republic's highlights with stunning photography and information on everything from the country's pine-forested mountain ranges...
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Professional Web Parts and Custom Controls with ASP.NET 2.0 (Wrox Professional Guides)Wrox Press, 2005
Professional Web Parts and Custom Controls with ASP.NET 2.0
Custom controls, user controls, and Web Parts can make you more productive in many ways. You can create re-usable components for your WebForms, package a piece of your user interface and re-use it across several Web sites, and create exactly the ASP.NET controls you want. Web Parts,...
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Honeypots: Tracking HackersAddison Wesley, 2002
"The text is comprehensive, an honest survey of every honeypot technology I had ever heard of and a number I read about for the first time."
--Stephen Northcutt, The SANS Institute

"One of the great byproducts of Lance's work with honeypots and honeynets is that he's helped give us a much clearer picture...
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Replication Techniques in Distributed Systems (Advances in Database Systems)Springer, 1996
The dream behind interconnecting large numbers of computers has been to have their combined capabilities serve users as one. This distributed computer would compose its resources so as to offer functionality, dependability, and performance, that far exceed those offered by a single isolated computer. This dream has started to be realized, insofar...
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Techniques for Noise Robustness in Automatic Speech RecognitionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems are finding increasing use in everyday life. Many of the commonplace environments where the systems are used are noisy, for example users calling up a voice search system from a busy cafeteria or a street. This can result in degraded speech recordings and adversely affect the performance of speech...
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Connections for the Digital Age: Multimedia Communications for Mobile, Nomadic and Fixed DevicesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Explores and analyzes past and current technologies and trends in multimedia communication


	Digital natives—those persons born in the digital age—have an ever-widening range of wireless-enabled devices at their disposal. They are the drivers of multimedia communications, continually seeking out the technologies...
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